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Abstract: In enterprises operating large-scale equipment, such as plants, maintenance workers
must quickly and accurately find and understand the information in the equipment maintenance
documents to perform maintenance tasks effectively. If the equipment maintenance documents
include sentences with semantically ambiguous expressions, it will interfere with the maintenance
knowledge search, and it may affect the maintenance performance of engineers. In order to solve
these problems, text-based research of maintenance documents have been done to extract the key
information or knowledge from these documents. Previous studies focused on finding the technical
terminologies or calculating the similarity of documents using named entity recognition approaches.
This paper proposes a method to extract knowledge of not only the technical terminologies but
also their relations. The proposed method uses a rule-based approach that can be applied to the
results of a named entity recognition approach and a dependency parsing approach. The named
entity recognition approach found technical terms and the dependency parsing approach provided
sentence structure information, so that the proposed method showed that a set of rules can extract
maintenance knowledge, including entities and their relations. Trouble-shooting documents in the
field were used as an experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, and the
experiment showed the possibility of practical use of the proposed method.

Keywords: dependency parsing; equipment maintenance documents; named entity recognition

1. Introduction

Maintenance operators in a plant need to quickly search equipment documents and
information for accurate and efficient facility maintenance. Correct information and doc-
umentation about the equipment can save time and effort for maintenance operators.
If a defect occurs in a piece of equipment, it may waste substantial production time and
resources. Maintenance operators can prevent equipment failure or reduce equipment
downtime by performing correct maintenance activities in a timely manner.

Many plants archive maintenance documents in a file system, and maintenance docu-
ments are managed in units of files. Maintenance information about a piece of equipment
may exist in separate files, or one file may have maintenance information on several pieces
of equipment. Separated and duplicated maintenance data in file systems may hinder
maintenance operators from effectively performing a maintenance task. If a part of a
specific piece of equipment has a defect and it is necessary to search for the cause and
solution, an operator must first find the corresponding maintenance documents, and then
sequentially search the content in the documents until the information of interest is found.
It could be useful for a maintenance operator if the maintenance data for a specific piece
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of equipment could be found by automatically searching texts in documents with natural
language processing.

Some prior efforts have been made to extract maintenance knowledge from documents
in order to efficiently manage equipment-related documents. A framework [1] to extract
failure knowledge from failure reports has been proposed. The framework extracts failure
knowledge by calculating the similarity of failure sentences, which are represented in
normalized expressions. There were also two studies to extract maintenance knowledge
from text documents in the engineering domain. The first of these studies [2] extracted ship
failure knowledge from unstructured text data by using a named entity recognition (NER)
approach. The second study [3] also implemented an NER approach to extract failure
knowledge from maintenance logs of an air compressor.

Knowledge extraction from documents involves an understanding of the semantic
relations between items. Relation extraction from text plays a crucial role in natural language
processing applications, including engineering-domain knowledge discovery. Traditionally,
extracting the relations among entities in documents has been investigated as two main tasks:
NER and relation extraction. This approach involves building two distinct models for
entity recognition and relation extraction, and then optimizing them jointly by sharing key
parameters [4–7]. According to previous research, the performance of entity recognition is
generally good, but relation extraction tasks remain challenging. The dependency parsing
approach examines word dependencies to discover a sentence’s grammatical structure,
and it delivers substantial structural information that has been shown to be useful for
extracting relations among entities in documents. Many dependency parsing models have
been developed and implemented in various sectors, but they have not been applied to
engineering documents. Developing a dependency parser for maintenance documents
in a short period of time is hard, and it is also not easy to modify and utilize existing
dependency parsers for maintenance documents.

Existing approaches [1–3] to extract knowledge from maintenance documents have
focused on finding sentences by calculating the similarity of sentences or recognized named
entities. They did not consider the relationships among the named entities in a sentence.
The relationship among the named entities could be useful to precisely find parts, failures,
or repair actions. Therefore, this paper proposes an approach that adopts both the NER and
dependency parsing approaches, joining them with simple rules. The proposed approach
showed that the extracted knowledge from maintenance documents could represent not
only the meaningful entities (parts, failures, repair actions) but also their relations, such
as is-part-of, is-failure-of, and is-action-of. The proposed approach was implemented
using Korean Language Understanding Evaluation (KLUE) [8], a collection of eight Korean
natural language understanding tasks, including NER, dependency parsing, and others.

This paper is organized as follows. Previous research is explored in Section 2. Section 3
presents an overview of the proposed approach and how the pre-processed data were pre-
pared. Sections 4–6 describe each step in the proposed approach with examples: Section 4
explains how to apply the NER approach to maintenance documents; Section 5 shows
how the relationships among entities were captured by dependency parsing methods;
and Section 6 proposes a rule-based approach to infer maintenance knowledge from the
processed data. Section 7 shows the results of the experiment, and the conclusions and
future studies are presented in Section 8.

2. Previous Research
2.1. Named Entity Recognition

NER is a natural language processing method to identify conceptual objects from terms
in text. Conditional Random Field (CRF), Bidirectional Long- and Short-Term Memory
(BiLSTM), or Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) models
could be used to implement the NER approach. NER refers to a technique used in natural
language processing that recognizes phrases containing specific meanings within sentences
or documents [9]. Most information extraction applications begin with the identification
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and categorization of named things inside a text. Naming an entity makes it possible to
refer to everything by its proper name. This technique of named entity recognition involves
identifying and categorizing entities based on their category.

According to the definition of NER recorded in the Telecommunications Dictionary
maintained by the Telecommunications Technology Association [10], NER is the technique
of recognizing, extracting, and sorting phrases (named entities) referring to pre-defined
people, companies, locations, time, and units from documents. In this paper, the term
“NER” will denote the process of defining equipment components, failure status, and
solutions to failure status as entities and extracting them from documents.

Multiple methods [11,12] exist for conducting NER, including but not limited to rule-
based methods that utilize rules pre-defined by the user, unsupervised learning methods
that apply statistical methods to the input text data without any pre-defined rules or entity
names, and feature-based supervised learning that takes in supervised data with labels and
applies them to classification or sequence labeling problems.

This paper utilized feature-based supervised learning to conduct NER. CRF [13] and the
Korean BERT-based model KLUE [8] were used to extract equipment, equipment components,
failure status, and solutions to failure statuses from equipment maintenance documents.

2.2. Dependency Parsing

Dependency parsing is a method of analyzing grammatical composition and/or
phrases by identifying dependencies between words within a sentence [14]. Dependency
parsing is conducted by comparing two words within a phrase, mapping the modifier
and the modified word with a dependency relationship, and specifying the dependency
relationship type to clarify the syntactic relationship between two words. The word receiving
the modification is referred to as the head or the governor, while the word that modifies the
head is referred to as the dependent or the modifier. There are also words that do not modify
any other word and are treated as modifying a virtual root node.

After dependency parsing, every word becomes a dependent of at least one node, with
no cyclic relationships. Thanks to the usage of these dependency relationships, dependency
parsing demonstrates an ability to resolve ambiguities caused by various interpretations of
which words are modified by another word in a sentence; therefore, it is widely used in
natural language processing research.

The two main ways of conducting recognition are transition-based dependency pars-
ing and graph-based dependency parsing. Transition-based dependency parsing proce-
durally generates a dependency parsing tree by analyzing the dependency relationships
in order [15]. The way of making a dependency parsing tree consists of shift calculation,
followed by LEFT-ARC and RIGHT-ARC calculation. The shift calculation moves each
word within a phrase from the buffer to the stack, and LEFT-ARC and RIGHT-ARC cal-
culation determines the relationship between the words that have been moved. Classical
transition-based dependency parsing is unable to take into consideration the meaning of a
word or its part-of-speech (POS) tag. However, researchers have actively sought to improve
these limitations, such as utilizing POS tag information and ARC-labels as features in the
neural network to improve accuracy and runtime [16]. Graph-based dependency parsing
considers the dependency relationships between all possible word pairs within a sentence
to create all possible dependency trees of the sentence and compute the parsing result using
the most probable dependency tree [17]. Since this method considers all possible cases, its
runtime is slower than that of transition-based dependency parsing.

Some previous studies have used Korean dependence syntax analysis. Kwak et al. [18]
proposed a dependency parsing approach to infer “subject-predicate-object” triples from
texts in Korean. Kim et al. [19] also proposed a rule-based approach with a dependency
parsing method to extract the necessary phrases from texts in Korean. Both studies showed
that dependency syntax analysis can infer relationships among words, but they focused
on a syntactic analysis based on the structural relationships in each sentence rather than
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extracting specific entities. This paper used the dependency parser in KLUE [8], which is a
transition-based dependency parsing method.

2.3. Text-Based Research for Engineering Documents

Baek et al. [20] reviewed several text-based studies in the construction domain. Ac-
cording to their classification of previous works, entity recognition was used to find the
technical terminology, and then a domain ontology was developed by domain experts
to solve semantic heterogeneity in the technical terms [21]. Since ontology development
requires substantial time and effort, natural language processing models were used to rec-
ognize the technical terms [22,23]. Moon et al. [24] developed a construction specification
review system that used an NER model with a CRF layer to match the technical terms in
different specification documents.

As an example of the NER approach for maintenance documents, Jie and Lu [2] applied
NER to Chinese ship fault data, and the proposed method could accurately find named
entities. Chen et al. [3] developed a benchmark dataset of air compressor fault diagnoses
for knowledge extraction. The dataset was collected from air compressor maintenance log
sheets. NER approaches were tested with the proposed dataset, and they showed potential
for compressor fault diagnosis.

Previous text-based research for engineering documents showed that the NER ap-
proach can be useful to find technology terms as domain entities. The NER approach could
resolve the semantic heterogeneity of single terms, but it does not resolve the semantic
ambiguity of the relations between domain entities in a sentence. Therefore, this paper
proposes a rule-based approach that combines the NER and dependency parsing methods.

3. Overview of the Proposed Approach
3.1. Maintenance Knowledge Extraction

Figure 1 shows the proposed approach for extracting maintenance knowledge from
equipment maintenance documents. The first step is to pre-process the equipment mainte-
nance documents, so that texts about failure modes and repair actions are selected from
troubleshooting descriptions in the maintenance documents. The selected text becomes
training data with which the NER model of KLUE (KLUE-NER) is trained. The trained NER
model classifies terms into equipment, part, failure, and action entities. The dependency
parser of KLUE (KLUE-DP) is applied to the selected text to analyze the syntactic relation-
ships among terms. The syntactic relationships are used to infer the semantic relations
among the named entities. The semantic relations among the named entities are inferred
by the proposed rules. The extracted relations among the named entities are provided to
an engineer as maintenance knowledge.
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3.2. Pre-Processing Data

The data used in this paper were acquired from the actual documents used in domestic
plant enterprises for maintenance tasks. A separate maintenance document was used for
each piece of equipment, and in the document, the failure modes that may occur with the
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equipment and the corresponding repair actions are described in the form of a table in the
item called “troubleshooting”. The failure modes and the repair actions are written in a
semi-structured manner as words or a list of sentences within the tables, with different
special characters or numbers for each document.

As a pre-processing step, the troubleshooting sections in each document, which were
separated by types of equipment, were merged into one. The data for analysis were ex-
tracted by sentences from the merged troubleshooting section. Special characters and
unnecessary additional explanations were removed from the sentences, and grammati-
cal issues such as spacing and typos were corrected manually using a Korean grammar
checker. Synonyms in English, used in parentheses for further explanation, could lower the
performance of the NER and were hence removed.

After the correction process, each sentence was tokenized using the open-source Kkma
and Mecab morpheme analyzers. The morphemes and their POS information acquired by
the analyzers were then utilized in the subsequent step.

4. Named Entity Recognition

The named entities that were to be detected for equipment maintenance knowledge
extraction from the generated tokens were defined as follows.

1. PART: Equipment itself, or the components of the equipment (e.g., pressure gauge,
valve, turbine, nozzle).

2. FAILURE: Equipment malfunction or failure mode (e.g., clogging, loosening, dam-
aged, coarse surface).

3. ACTION: Actions that must be taken to resolve a failure mode (e.g., control, replace,
disassemble).

4. (ETC): Words that refer to a specific object, but are not included in PART, FAILURE,
or ACTION (e.g., supplier, pressure, air).

5. O: Words that are not included in PART, FAILURE, ACTION, or (ETC) (e.g., and,
therefore).

In order to extract the entities as defined in this section, the tokens from the pre-
processed data were tagged using the BIO method. The BIO method attaches “B-named
entity” to the beginning, “I-entity name” to the inside of entities, and “O” for non-entity
tokens. A <BOS> (“beginning of sentence”) tag was also attached in addition to the BIO tag
to indicate the start of a sentence. Figure 2 shows a training data sample from an equipment
maintenance document in Korean that was pre-processed and BIO-tagged.
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The CRF model involves selecting the BIO tag with the maximum likelihood P(y|x) ,
formally defined in Equation (1).

P(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

exp
(
∑t ∑k λk fk(yt−1, yt, x)

)
(1)

In this equation, λk represents the weight given to each feature during the learning
phase; fk(yt−1, yt, x) is a feature function whose value could be 0 or 1; Z(x) is a normal-
ization factor; x denotes the sequence of words in a sentence of documents; and y denotes
the BIO tag sequence.

This paper used KLUE [8], which is a BERT model trained on Korean data that has
demonstrated remarkable performance in natural language processing. The network takes
tokens and BIO tagging values as sequential inputs, while training utilizes pretrained
embedding values. The output layer contains a classifier that outputs a tag value for each
token. Figure 3a shows a schematic of the model used in this paper, and Figure 3b shows a
sample of a successful NER using the model trained on the test dataset.
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5. Dependency Parsing

When working on equipment maintenance or searching for information in mainte-
nance documents, the operator must know the semantic relationships among the entities
in the domain to clearly understand the text. For automatic processing, it is necessary
to accurately understand the generative syntax of the sentences or words composed of
overlapping structures, so that the situation at hand can effectively be understood and
appropriate countermeasures can be taken. To this end, this paper uses dependency parsing
to identify dependency relations among the entities in a sentence that indicates the failure
mode and the repair action.

This study used the dependency parser of KLUE (KLUE-DP) for dependency parsing;
KLUE-DP is a system built by annotating a total of 10,000 sentences, including news and
review data, that conducts dependency parsing using the Korean syntactic tag sets provided
by the Telecommunications Technology Association. The transition-based dependency
parsing technique [8] used in this paper has a pre-trained Korean model as a baseline to
generate word vectors, and it uses biaffine attention to predict heads and bilinear attention
to predict modifiers.

The dependency relation tag set for Korean consists of nine syntactic tags as follows:
“L: left sign (left bracket character and left open quote)”; “R: right sign (right bracket
character and right close quote)”; “NP: nominal (noun, pronoun, numeral)”; “VP: predicate
(verb, adjective, auxiliary predicate)”; “AP: adverbial phrase”; “VNP: noun+이다/positive
copula”; “DP: determiner phrase”; “IP: interjection phrase”; “X: pseudo phrase or symbol”.
There are also six functional tags: “SBJ (subject)”; “OBJ (object)”; “MOD (modifier)”; “AJT
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(adverb)”; “CMP (complement)”; “CNJ (conjunctive)” [25]. Possible dependency relations
in Korean sentences are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Korean dependency relation tag set.

Notation Dependency Relationship Notation Dependency Relationship

L Left sign AP_OBJ Adverbial_Object

R Right sign AP_MOD Adverbial phrase_Modifier

NP_SBJ Nominal_Subject AP_CMP Adverbial phrase_Complement

NP_OBJ Nominal_Object VNP_SBJ Positive copula_Subject

NP_MOD Nominal_Modifier VNP_OBJ Positive copula_Object

NP_AJT Nominal_Adverb VNP_MOD Positive copula_Modifier

NP_CMP Nominal_Complement VNP_AJT Positive copula_Adverb

NP_CNJ Nominal_Conjunctive VNP_CMP Positive copula_Complement

VP_SBJ Predicate_Subject VNP_CNJ Positive copula_Conjunctive

VP_OBJ Predicate_Object DP_SBJ Determiner phrase_Subject

VP_MOD Predicate_Modifier DP_OBJ Determiner phrase_Object

VP_AJT Predicate_Adverb DP_MOD Determiner phrase_Modifier

VP_CMP Predicate_Complement DP_AJT Determiner phrase_Adverb

VP_CNJ Predicate_Conjunctive DP_CMP Determiner phrase_Complement

AP_SBJ Adverbial phrase_Subject DP_CNJ Determiner phrase_Conjunctive

6. Rule-Based Approach for Knowledge Extraction
6.1. Relation Sets and Rules to Find the Relations

Maintenance documents have multiple sentences that express maintenance knowledge,
which can be expressed with simplified phrases if key entities are extracted from the
sentences. Table 2 shows the simplified formats of maintenance knowledge, which consists
of key entities such as “PART”, “FAILURE”, and “ACTION”. The simplified formats are
sets of relations between entities, so they are called “relation sets” in this paper. The “PART-
FAILURE” and “FAILURE-PART” relation sets are simplified phrases of the sentences in
the failure mode section of maintenance documents. The “PART-FAILURE”, “FAILURE-
ACTION”, and “FAILURE-PART-ACTION” relation sets are simplified phrases of the
sentences in the repair action section of maintenance documents.

Table 2. Pre-defined relation sets describing failure modes and repair action.

ID Relation Set Description Content Type

1 PART-FAILURE Part has a failure
Failure Mode

2 FAILURE-PART A failed part

3 PART-ACTION Repair a part

Repair Action4 FAILURE-ACTION Fix a failure

5 FAILURE-PART-ACTION Repair a failed part

The key entities of relation sets could be found by applying NER methods. The relation
between entities should be inferred from the syntactical structure of a sentence, which could
be provided by the results of dependency parsing. Rules using the syntactical structure
can be pre-defined to find the relations between entities. Five rules were defined for the
five relation sets. Rules are explained with variables and functions. “wordsi” is a variable
for a set of words that are recognized as “PART”, “FAILURE”, or “ACTION”. “DP” is a
mapping function of two words for their dependency relationship notations.
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1. Rule #1: Given that wordsa ∈ PART, wordsb ∈ FAILURE in a sentence,

IF DP(wordsa, wordsb) = ‘NP_MOD’ or ‘NP_SBJ’ or ‘NP_AJT’,
THEN (wordsa, wordsb) ∈PART-FAILURE
Rule #1 is for recognizing the relations of the failure mode data, such as “PART의[JKG]

FAILURE”, PART이/가[JKS] FAILURE”, or “PART에[JKB] FAILURE”, as being part of
the PART-FAILURE set regardless of differences in their forms. For example, as shown
in Table 3, PART, as in “튜브-시트에서의 (tube/NNG − sheet/NNG + JKB + JKG)”, and
FAILURE, as in “누출 (leaks/NNG)”, are in the NP_MOD dependency relation, and their
relation is included in the PART-FAILURE set.

Table 3. An example of the results by applying Rule #1.

ID 1 2 3
Terms 튜브 시트에서의 누출

BIO Tag B-PART I-PART B-FAILURE
DP(i,j) DP(1,2) = ‘NP’ DP(2,3) = ‘NP-MOD’ DP(3,3) = ‘NP’

Word Entity PART FAILURE
Relation Set (튜브시트에서의,누출) ∈ PART-FAILURE

2. Rule #2: Given that wordsa ∈ FAILURE and wordsb ∈ PART in a sentence,

IF DP(wordsa, wordsb) = ‘VP_MOD’,
THEN (wordsa, wordsb) ∈ FAILURE-PART
Rule #2 is for recognizing the relations of the failure mode data such as “FAILURE

한[JKG] PART”. For example, as shown in Table 4, FAILURE, as in “ 파손된 (dam-
aged/VP_MOD), and PART, as in “볼트 (bolt/NP_SBJ)”, are in the VP_MOD dependency
relationship, and their relation is included in the FAILURE-PART set.

Table 4. An example of the results by applying Rule #2.

ID 1 2 3
Terms 느슨해지거나 파손된 볼트

BIO Tag B-FAILURE B-FAILURE B-PART
DP(i,j) DP(1,2) = ‘VP’ DP(2,3) = ‘VP-MOD’ DP(3,3) = ‘NP’

Word Entity FAILURE FAILURE PART
Relation Set (파손된,볼트) ∈ FAILURE-PART

3. Rule #3: Given that wordsa ∈ PART and wordsb ∈ ACTION in a sentence,

IF DP(wordsa, wordsb) = ‘NP_OBJ’ or ‘NP_SBJ’,
THEN (wordsa, wordsb) ∈ PART-ACTION
Rule #3 is for recognizing the relations of the repair action data such as “PART을/

를[JKO] ACTION 하라( 한다)[VP].”or “PART 은/는/이/ 가[JKS] ACTION 되어야 한
다[VP].” For example, as shown in Table 5, PART, as in “ 축을 (axes/NP_OBJ”, and
ACTION, as in “곧게 (straighten/VP_AJT)수정하거나 (repair/VP)”, are in the NP_OBJ
dependency relationship, and their relation is included in the PART-ACTION set.

Table 5. An example of the results of applying Rule #3.

ID 1 2 3 4
Terms 축을 곧게 수정하거나 교체하라

BIO Tag B-PART B-ACTION I-ACTION B-ACTION
DP(i,j) DP(1,3) = ‘NP_OBJ’ DP(2,3) = ‘VP_AJT’ DP(3,4) = ‘VP’ DP(4,4) = ‘VP’

Word Entity PART ACTION ACTION
Relation Set (축을,곧게수정하거나) ∈ PART-ACTION
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4. Rule #4: Given that wordsa ∈ FAILURE and wordsb ∈ ACTION in a sentence,

IF DP(wordsa, wordsb) = ‘NP_OBJ’ or ‘VP_OBJ’,
THEN (wordsa, wordsb) ∈ FAILURE-ACTION
Rule #4 is for recognizing the relations of the repair action data such as “FAILURE

을/를[JKO] ACTION하라(한다)[VP].” For example, as shown in Table 6, FAILURE, as in
“모든 (all/NP_MOD),응축된 (condensed/VP_MOD), and액체들을 (liquids/NP_OBJ)”,
and ACTION, as in “ 드레인 (drain/VP_MOD) 하여라 (do/VP)”, are in the NP_OBJ
dependency relationship, and their relation is included in the FAILURE-ACTION set.

Table 6. An example of the results by applying Rule #4.

ID 1 2 3 4 5
Terms 모든 응축된 액체들을 드레인 하여라

BIO Tag B-FAILURE I-FAILURE I-FAILURE B-ACTION I-ACTION
DP(i,j) DP(1,3) = ‘DP’ DP(2,3) = ‘VP_MOD’ DP(3,5) = ‘NP_OBJ’ DP(4,5) = ‘NP_OBJ’ DP(5,5) = ‘VP’

Word Entity FAILURE ACTION
Relation Set (모든응축된 액체들을,드레인하여라) ∈ FAILURE-ACTION

5. Rule #5: Given that wordsa ∈FAILURE, wordsb ∈ PART, wordsc ∈ ACTION in a sentence,

IF DP(wordsa, wordsb) = ‘VP_MOD’ and
DP(wordsb, wordsc) = ‘NP_OBJ’ or ‘NP_SBJ’,
THEN (wordsa, wordsb, wordsc) ∈ FAILURE-PART-ACTION
Rule #5 is for recognizing the relations of the repair action data such as “FAILURE

한[JKG] PART을/를[JKO] ACTION하라(한다)[VP].” For example, as shown in Table 7,
FAILURE, as in “느슨한 (loosen/VP_MOD)”, PART, as in “부품들을 (parts/NP_OBJ)”,
and ACTION, as in “ 수리하거나” (repair/VP)”, between FAILURE-PART are entities
in the VP_MOD dependency relationship, as well as between PART and ACTION. The
entities are in the NP_OBJ dependency relationship, and their relation is included in the
FAILURE-PART-ACTION set.

Table 7. An example of the results by applying Rule #5.

ID 1 2 3 4
Terms 느슨한 부품들을 수리하거나 교체하라

BIO Tag B-FAILURE B-PART B-ACTION B-ACTION
DP(i,j) DP(1,2) = ‘VP_MOD’ DP(2,3) = ‘NP_OBJ’ DP(3,4) = ‘VP’ DP(4,4) = ‘VP’
Entity FAILURE PART ACTION ACTION

Relation Set (느슨한,부품들을,수리하거나) ∈ FAILURE-PART-ACTION

6.2. Rules to Find Additional Relations for Extended Phrases

When building a relation set by applying the rules defined in Section 6.1., relations can
be found accurately for short sentences. However, if an expression is semantically related
to two or more expressions, there is a limitation that its relation cannot be inferred directly.
For the example in Table 5, not only a PART-ACTION relation ‘(축을,곧게수정하거나)’
should be found, but also a PART-ACTION relation ‘(축을,교체하라)’ should be found
because the ending of the word ‘~거나’ denotes the OR relationship.

Additional rules in this sub-section are defined in order to infer relations that are
expressed as extended phrases in a sentence. The extended phrases in a sentence generally
use specific POS such as ‘JC’, which refers to an ending word for a connection in Korean.
The additional rules can be defined by using a POS function, which maps from words to a
set of POSs for the terms in the words.

6. Rule #6: Given that wordsa ∈ PART AND

(wordsb, wordsc) ∈PART-FAILURE in a sentence,
IF ‘JC’ ∈ POS(wordsa) OR ‘NP_CNJ’ ∈ DP(wordsa, wordsb),

THEN (wordsa, wordsc) ∈ PART-FAILURE
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Before applying Rule #6, “누출 (leaks/NNG)” is only connected to “튜브 (tube/NNG)
시트에서의 (sheet/NNG_MOD)”. When Rule #6 is applied, as shown in Table 8, similar
to “(sheet/NNG_MOD)”, ” 윤활유 (lubricant/NNG) 쿨러 (cooler/NNP) and 튜브나
(tube/NNG + JC)” can also be identified as PART, and they both have the NP_CNJ relation,
which enables them to be considered as extended phrases. Thus, “누출 (leaks/NNG)”,
which has established the PART-FAILURE relation set only with “ 튜브- 시트에서의
(tube/NNG-sheet/NNG + JKB + JKG)”, can also form a PART-FAILURE relation set with “
윤활유 (lubricant/NNG쿨러 (cooler/NNP)튜브나 (tube/NNG + JC)” at the same time.

Table 8. An example of the results by applying Rule #6.

ID 1 2 3 4 5
Terms 쿨러 튜브나 튜브 시트에서의 누출

POS NNP NNG + JC NNG NNG + JKB + JKG NNG
BIO Tag B-PART I-PART B-PART I-PART B-FAILURE
DP(i,j) DP(1,2) = ‘NP’ DP(2,4) = ‘NP_CNJ’ DP(3,4) = ‘NP’ DP(4,5) = ‘NP-MOD’ DP(5,5) = ‘NP’

Word Entity PART PART FAILURE
Relation Set (쿨러튜브에서의,누출) ∈ PART-FAILURE

Rules #7 to #10 are also defined in order to infer relations from extended phrases, such
as Rule #6.

7. Rule #7: Given that wordsa ∈ FAILURE AND

(wordsb, wordsc) ∈ FAILURE-PART in a sentence,
IF ‘JC’ ∈ POS(wordsa) OR ‘VP_CNJ’ ∈ DP(wordsa, wordsb),

THEN (wordsa, wordsc) ∈ FAILURE-PART

8. Rule #8: Given that wordsa ∈ PART AND

(wordsb, wordsc) ∈ PART-ACTION in a sentence,
IF ‘JC’ ∈ POS(wordsa) OR ‘NP_CNJ’ ∈ DP(wordsa, wordsb),

THEN (wordsa, wordsc) ∈ PART-ACTION

9. Rule #9: Given that wordsa ∈ FAILURE AND

(wordsb, wordsc) ∈ FAILURE-ACTION in a sentence,
IF ‘JC’ ∈ POS(wordsa) OR ‘VP_CNJ’ ∈ DP(wordsa, wordsb),

THEN (wordsa, wordsc) ∈ FAILURE-ACTION

10. Rule #10: Given that wordsd ∈ ACTION,

(wordsa, wordsb, wordsc) ∈ FAILURE-PART-ACTION in a sentence,
IF ‘JC’ or ‘EC’ ∈ POS(wordsc) and DP(wordsb, wordsc) = ‘VP’ or ‘VP_CNJ’,

THEN (wordsa, wordsb, wordsd) ∈ FAILURE-PART-ACTION

6.3. Implementation of the Rule-Based System

A rule-based system was implemented for the text analysis with the proposed rules.
The system was implemented with Python 3.7 to use the existing KLUE modules, and the
user interface was implemented with C# programming on .NET framework 4.8.

The rule-based system can validate the application of the proposed rules to mainte-
nance documents. The system receives text inputs that have sentences about failure modes
and repair actions. Each sentence is pre-processed for text analysis, and then NER and DP
processing is conducted to give the user results (data) in the form of a spreadsheet. The
rules are applied to the resulting data, and then each type of relation set is shown in the cor-
responding tabs (Figure 4). The implemented system was used for an experiment to show
the validity of the proposed method with practically used text data for troubleshooting at a
plant company. The next section explains the experiment’s setting and results.
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7. Experiment and Results

This paper analyzed equipment maintenance documents used in domestic plant enter-
prises. In total, 10 out of 17 equipment documents were selected, excluding duplications.
Troubleshooting data were divided into “failure mode” and “repair action”, and each data
set was organized into sentence units. The data on failure mode consisted of 451 sentences,
and the data on repair actions consisted of 449 sentences

In the experiment, combinations of two morpheme analyzers and two NER approaches
were compared to find the best match for the troubleshooting sentences in Korean.

Kkma and Mecab as the morpheme analyzer generated different numbers of tokens.
For the failure mode sentences, Kkma generated 1956 tokens, while Mecab generated
1774 tokens. For the repair action sentences, Kkma generated 4551 tokens, while Mecab
generated 4168 tokens.

When examining the sentences constituting each document, some used a similar
vocabulary, but some used many different expressions, making the sentences inconsistent.
In addition, several terms were sometimes used in different sentences to represent the same
equipment part. In order to determine whether a NER approach can resolve the semantic
heterogeneity of terms, the KLUE NER and CRF approaches were trained and tested.

Domain experts provided correct BIO tags for the tokenized sentences. For the failure
mode, three types of tags, except for the “ETC” tag, were used: “PART”, “FAILURE”,
and “O”. For the repair action, four types were used: “PART”, “FAILURE”, “ACTION”,
and “O”. In total, 70% of the total sentences were randomly selected to train the KLUE
NER model and CRF model. The other 30% of the total sentences were used to test the
trained models.

The performance of the combination of the morpheme analyzer and the NER approach
was measured by the precision, recall, and F1 score, as defined in the following equations.

precision =
True Positive

True Positive + False Positive
(2)

recall =
True Positive

True Positive + False Negative
(3)
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F1 score =
2× precision× recall
(precision + recall)

(4)

True positive denotes the number of correct answers of the trained model for the entities,
except “O”. False positive means the number of wrong answers of the trained model for
the entities, except “O”. False negative means the number of wrong answers of the trained
model for the “O”-tagged terms.

Table 9 shows the experimental results. The final F1 score of KLUE-NER with Mecab
was 0.8235 for the failure mode data and 0.6888 for the repair action data. The relatively
low results for the repair action data may be attributed to the fact that, despite data pre-
processing, some unnecessary expressions were still included in the repair action data.

Table 9. A comparison of the combination of NER approaches and morpheme analyzers.

Kkma Mecab

Failure Action Failure Action

CRF

Precision 0.7440 0.7085 0.7042 0.6746

Recall 0.7420 0.7218 0.7154 0.6895

F1 score 0.7430 0.7151 0.7098 0.6820

KLUE-NER

Precision 0.7246 0.6705 0.7712 0.6759

Recall 0.8315 0.6853 0.8834 0.7021

F1 score 0.7744 0.6778 0.8235 0.6888

For the recognized entities, relation sets were established by applying the rules that
considered the dependency parsing results. Correct relation sets were given by domain
experts. The performance results of the knowledge extraction using the proposed rules in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are presented in Table 10. The number of sentences with accurately
recognized entities and relations was 133 out of a total of 179 sentences (74.3%). The
proposed method was successful in 56 out of 65 failure mode-related sentences and 77
out of 114 repair action-related sentences, and it obtained a 86.15% and 67.54% accuracy,
respectively.

Table 10. Relation set recognition results.

Relation Set Correct Relation Sets All Relation Sets (%)

PART-FAILURE 47 52 90.38

FAILURE-PART 18 18 100

PART-ACTION 68 85 80.00

FAILURE-ACTION 25 26 96.15

FAILURE-PART-ACTION 5 5 100

SUM 163 186 87.63

8. Conclusions

This paper presents an automation method that can extract the following from equip-
ment maintenance documents: (1) parts of the equipment; (2) the failure mode of the
equipment; (3) solutions for defect management; and (4) relation sets established based on
the semantic relationships between the entities. Using the Korean BERT model, from the
failure mode data, “PART” and “FAILURE” were extracted, and from the repair action data,
“PART”, “FAILURE”, and “ACTION” were extracted. Then, relation sets based on dependency
relationships were established by applying the proposed rules to the extracted results.

Previous text-based research for engineering documents focused on finding keywords
or technical terminologies in sentences. However, knowledge extraction from engineering
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documents should consider not only named entities in sentences but also relations between
entities. This paper proposes a rule-based approach combining an NER approach and a
dependency parsing approach in order to extract both the named entities and their relations.
The KLUE NER model and dependency parser were used to implement the proposed
approach. The proposed rules were suggested to resolve the semantic heterogeneity of the
relations between named entities.

This study has the following limitations, and additional follow-up studies are needed
accordingly. In this paper, NER was implemented only for three elements: the equipment
itself, or parts of the equipment; the failure mode of the equipment; and its repair action.
Information regarding equipment maintenance, however, consists of various elements,
and the named entities that can be extracted can also be expanded. In addition, if the
expressions represented in the failure mode data and the repair action data differ, even if
they refer to the same entity, the repair process would not be performed. This problem can
be solved by linking the documents to bills of material or design documents used in the
actual plant and manufacturing sectors.

Semantic heterogeneity and inconsistency in technical terminologies and relations
could be resolved if a domain ontology was provided. The proposed system could be useful
for domain engineers to build a domain ontology gradually and semi-automatically. A study
on how to build a domain ontology for text-based research for engineering documents could
be conducted in the future based on the proposed approach.
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